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[PART-B : Descriptive]
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Answer the following question: (compulsory)
1. What are the importances of web designing technologies to develop a (5+5=10)

modern-day library? What are the tools to design a dynamic web page for
the library?

Answer the following: (anyone)
2. What is a blog? Write in your own words about the applications of blog in (5+5=10)

Libraries.

3. What is social networking? Give five examples of social networking sites (2+8=10)
and their uses in developing a library blog or website.

4. Write the history of RSS. How can be RSS applied in library and Information (5+5=10)
services?
Write short notes on anyone of the following:

5. Wikis
6. Web Browser
7. HTML

(5)

(5)

(5)
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[ PART-A: Objective]

.chWSJuhU.o.IRCLllIDYer from the following.: 1x10=10

1. Who is the creator of Blogger?
a. Blake Carver
b. Greg Schwartz
c. Evan Williams
d. Brad Fitzpatrick

2. Which among the following browser supports Drupal?
a. Firefox
b. Google Chrome
c. Opera
d. All of the above

3. RSS was first invented by?
a. Mozilla
b. Netscape
c. Google
d. Microsoft

4. An RSS document is called as?
a. Feed
b. Web Feed
c. Channel
d. All of these

5. Wiki is a?
a. \Vikipedia
b. Software
c. Server Program
d. Web Page

6. Facebook was launched in?
a. 2004
b. 2005
c. 2008
d. 2001

7. Website is associated with?
a. HomePage
b. Domain Name
c. Server
d. All of these

8. What is the opening tag for CSS?
a. Style <type= / css>
b. Css.Sty le< / type>
c. <style type="text/ css">
d. None of these

9. Which among these are proper tags for html?
a. <html> </html>
b. </html> <htrnl>
c. </html> </html>
d. <html> <html>

10. Blog is a?
a. Website.
b. Weblog within website.
c. Home page.
d. Database.
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